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Abstract-Two  implementations of an adaptive  balancing  hybrid 
are  described.  The  first i s  predominly  analog, in which  the 
adaptation  parameter t) is a continuous  analog  quantity,  while  the 
second is predominly  digital, in which 0 has  a  two-bit  repre- 
sentation.  Experimental  results  are  reported. 

I 
' I. INTRODUCTION 

N [ 1 ] an  adaptive balancing hybrid was described for appli- 
cation to  the  two-wire  to four-wire interface  of a  local digi- 

tal switch.  This  adaptive hybrid  automatically selects the ap- 
propriate balance network  for  loaded  and  nonloaded  sub- 
scriber loops, using as the basis for  adaptation speech or  other 
signals present on  the receive four-wire  path. 

In  this paper we describe two  different  implementations  of 
an  adaptive balancing hybrid based on  the basic principle de- 
scribed in [ l ]  . One is a completely analog realization, in  which 
the single adaptation  parameter 8 is allowed to assume any 
value between zero and  one.  The second is a  partially  digital 
realization in  which 8 is allowed to assume one  of  four values, 
and  hence, can be  represented as a 2-bit  binary  number. 

The analog hybrid  can achieve a slightly better balance 
since it  has available a continuum  of 8, but  four values of 8 are 
adequate  to achieve singing margin objectives. In fact,  just  two 
values of 8, 8 = 0 and 8 = 1, yield an  acceptable singing 
margin distribution.  The same principles used in the design of 
the  2-bit digital  realization  can  be used to achieve any  number 
of bits  of precision. The primary  advantage of  the digital 
realization is the capability to store  the  'appropriate value of 
8 indefinitely, as between calls, avoiding the need to readapt 
at  the beginning of  each call. 

Laboratory  experience  with  these  two  hybrids will be re- 
lated.  Both  hybrids were tested  under ideal laboratory condi- 
tions using artificial  subscriber  lines and using as test signals 
tones,  random noise, and speech.  Neither hybrid has been 
tested  in a  field environment  with  actual subscriber loops, 
which  would presumably be a  requisite to widespread use. 

In  Section I1 we describe the basic configuration  common 
to both realizations, and  in Sections I11 and IV we describe 
both  the  implementation  and  experimental results for  the 
analog and digital  realizations, respectively. 
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11. BASIC CONFIGURATION 

The same basic configuration  for  the adaptive  balancing 
hybrid  shown  in Figs. 1 and 2 applies to  both  the analog and 
digital realizations. 

The basic electronic  hybrid  with  controlled balance is 
shown  in Fig. 1.  The gain K 1 ,  approximately 9  dB, compen- 
sates for  the  hybrid losses and  transformer losses in  order to 
provide 0 dB  900 Q insertion loss from  two-wire to two-wire 
port. Two terminations Zl and Z ,  provide  a compromise 
balance for  loaded  and  nonloaded subscriber loops, respec- 
tively. The resistance R is the  input impedance of  the  hybrid, 
chosen to  be  900 Q. The two-wire port has,  in addition  to  the 
near-end  talker (NET), a component  of  the far-end talker 
(FET) which is partially cancelled by  subtracting ?(t) in  a  dif- 
ferential amplifier to yield the  transmit signal z(t). The param- 
eter 8 is used to  control  the relative weighting of  the  two  ter- 
minations. Finally, the signal w(t) is used in  later  adaptation 
circuitry to  control 8. 

A block diagram of  the total adaptive  balancing hybrid is 
shown  in Fig. 2.  The  controlled balance hybrid  of Fig. 1 is 
connected to transmit  and receive analog  four-wire ports of 
the  switch  and via its two-wire port to the subscriber loop 
using a transformer  for  balanced-to-unbalanced conversion, 
isolation,  and  battery feed.' An adaptation  control circuit 
uses w(t )  and z(t)  t o  generate  the  adaptation  parameter 8, 
and  adaptation is disabled in the presence of a detectable NET 
by a NET detector .  

The  adaptation  control  and NET detector differ for  the  two 
implementations,  and will be  described  in Sections I11 and IV 
along with  experimental results. 

111. ANALOG IMPLEMENTATION 

Due to  the  fact  that 0 < 8 < 1,  the linear combination  of 
rl ( t )  and r2 ( t )  in the  controlled-balance  hybrid  of Fig. 1 can 
be performed  without multipliers by  the variable duty-cycle 
switch of Fig. 3.  The  duty cycle, which is 8, was generated  by 
comparing  a sawtooth wave to 8. The  sawtooth  fundamental 
frequency was chosen to be 50 kHz,  much higher than  the 
signal frequencies of interest. It is easily shown  that  the  output 
spectrum is the desired weighted combination 8 r l ( t )  + (1 - 
8)r2(t)  plus aliased spectra  centered  at  multiples  of 50 kHz, 
the switching  rate. 

Z1 and 2, in Fig. 1 were parallel RC circuits designed for 
loaded  and  nonloaded cables, and were slightly modified to 
compensate  for  the  nonideal  transformer. This was done  by 
adding  a series resistor to each parallel RC combination,  equal 
to the  total series resistance of  the  transformer windings, and 

1 The technique  for  adaptive  balance described  here could  be used 
equally well with  other  transformerless  means  of  interfacing  a  sub- 
scriber  loop. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of adaptive  balancing  hybrid. 
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Fig. 3. Generation of x ( t )  in analog  implementation. 

shunting  the  transformer  output  with .a small capacitor  to 
compensate  for  the magnetizing inductance. 

The adaptation  control (Fig. 4) cross  correlates sgn w(t )  
with z(t)  by switching z ( t )  or -z(t) to the  input  of  an integra- 
tor  depending  on  the sign of w(t), as recommended  in [l].  
Adaptation can be disabled by grounding the  integrator  input, 
in  which case the  old 0 is retained  until  the  capacitor is dis- 
charged by  offset  currents. 

The NET detector was designed to have 
1) Fast attack  time  to  take full  advantage of the presence 

2) Slow decay time to  allow any  echo  from a NET to 

3) A threshold of operation to suppress adaptation on 

4) Virtually instantaneous disabling of  adaptation  upon 

The NET detector is shown  in Fig. 5. Transmit signal z ( t )  is 
full-wave rectified and fed through a passive low-pass  filter 
with  transfer  function 1 + l/(su + l), and a dc bias voltage is 
added. A dc bias of 0.65 V and  an RC time  constant of 0.87 
ms were  used. The low-pass  filter  provided  fast attack  and slow 
decay  times  and  the  dc bias provided the  constant  threshold. 
The  output, labeled  as rn(t), contains primarily  near-end 
energy, and is compared  with K2 I w(t )  1 ,  which contains  only 
far-end energy. The  comparator  output enables the switch  in 
Fig. 4, and  controls  whether  or  not  the  integrator  input is 
grounded. 

This talker  detector is very simple and hence imperfect  in 
its  operation. However, since the subscriber line impedance is 
not  expected  to vary significantly with  time (extension  phones, 
for  example,  should  not change the  optimum 6 significantly), 
very slow adaptation is permissible, particularly if 0 is retained 

of a FET; 

decay sufficiently; 

low-level noise signals; and 

detection  of a  NET. 
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Fig. 5. NET detector in analog  implementation. 

from call t o  call. Slow adaptation (small integration  constant) 
can compensate to a large degree for  imperfect NET detection, 
since the  long-term  fraction  of  time  for  which  double-talking 
exists is expected to  be small. Slow adaptation also reduces the 
variation of 8 after convergence [ 1 ] . 

Two  breadboard  adaptive  hybrids were built  and placed 
back-to-back  with a D-type channel bank  in  the four-wire 
path  to  simulate  the effect of low-pass filtering and delay 
(about 800 ps for a  D-bank). The two-wire ports were con- 
nected to artificial  lines terminated  with 500 telephone sets 
or  other signal sources,  including  a  sinusoidal  oscillator, two 
radios tuned to two  different radio talk  stations  (no noise 
added),  and a  noise generator.  The noise generator could pro- 
duce  an  echo  return loss (ERL)  spectrum  in  the  band  500 to 
2500 Hz, and a singing return loss (SRL) spectrum  from  200 
to 500 Hz (SRLLO)  or  2500  to  3200 Hz (SRLHI)  [2, pp. 
492-4941.  The  900 fl insertion loss between two-wire ports 
was adjusted to  0 dB. For  this  implementation,  adaptation  rate 
was set so that  adaptation was completely reliable and  there 
was no appreciable  variation  in 6 after convergence for even 
very severe double-talking  (two  independent nonconversa- 
tional  talkers using two radio talk stations). For  this case 
adaptation  time would sometimes  approach 2 min, whereas 
for a single talker  it was consistently less than 1 min. Fig. 

6 shows strip-chart recordings of 8 adapting  for several 
cases. For conversational  speech with less double-talking and 
greater 8 variation, the  adaptation  rate could  presumably be 
speeded up considerably  (for example,  in  the  implementation 
of  Section IV the  adaptation  time is about 2 s). 

The analog implementation  has a continuous range of e 
available, and  experiments have shown  that  the  optimum e is 
clearly  a function  not  only  of  whether  the cable is loaded  or 
nonloaded  but also cable length  and  FET  spectrum. Fig. 7 
shows optimum 8 versus cable length  for  the several noise 
spectra.  Notice that  for several cases the  optimum 8 is some 
intermediate value between 0 and 1. This  has also been con- 
firmed by  computer analysis. This implies that a better balance 
is obtained  for  these cases than  would  be  obtained  by  either of 
the  two  terminations individually. 

Of particular concern  with  an adaptive hybrid is the  prob- 
lem  of singing, namely,  whether singing can ever occur  and 
whether, if it does,  the  hybrid can adapt out of that state. In 
fact,  under  the described experimental  conditions initial sing- 
ing was never observed, even under  extreme  conditions  such as 
short-circuited  or  open-circuited two-wire ports. When 2  dB of 
insertion gain was inserted singing could be  induced,  but sur- 
prisingly the  hybrid was able to  adapt  on  the basis of the sing- 
ing signal, to the  point  where  the singing power was below  the 
threshold where adaptation was disabled. Any significant 
talker power was then able to complete  the  adaptation, re- 
moving the singing condition  entirely. 

IV. DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION 

This implementation differs from  the analog implementa- 
tion primarily in  the  fact  that  one  of a finite  number  of values 
of 0 is stored  in  an  up-down  counter. As a result,  when  adap- 
tation is disabled (as between calls) 8 can  be retained  indef- 
initely.  In  addition,  this  implementation includes several other 
innovations, including an insensitivity of  adaptation speed to 
signal power,  as well as the NET detector described in [ l ]  . 

In  the digital implementation, 8 was stored as a  2-bit word, 
and  the  four values of 0 were achieved by a multiplying digi- 
tal-to-analog converter (MDAC) as shown in Fig. 8. The  output 
voltage is,  as  desired 

u0 = er,(t) + (1 - e)r,(t) 
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Fig. 8. Controlled  hybrid  in  digital  implementation. 

determined.  In general if there  are  2N  quantization levels, 
0 < 8 < 1 is divided into (2N - 1) equal-size quantization 

.intervals  of  length 1/(2N - 1). To ensure  adaption  when 8 is 
off by  one  quantization  interval  or  more,  we  want 

1 
and al  and az represent  the  state  of  switches S1 and S2 (al = t <N. 
1 if S1 is closed  and al = 0 if it is open). 2 - 1  

The  adaptation  control is shown  in Fig. 9. The factor 8 is 
stored  in  an  up-down  counter,  which can count  up  or  down  at 
each  positive  zero-crossing  of w( t )  if either  the  up  or  down 
input is high.  Overflow and  underflow  are  prevented  by  dis-  1 
abling the  clock by simple  logic  whenever the  counter  con- 
tains (1 1) or (00) and the  up  or  down  input is enabled. -2(2N- 1) 

Furthermore,  we  do  not  want 8 to  change  when it is off by 
less than  one-half  of  a  quantization  interval, so that 

The  basic  problem,  then, is to determine  when  it is appro- 
priate to  count  up  or  down. As shown  in [ l]  , when z( t )  and 
w(t )  are  Gaussian, 

. .  

E[z ( t )  sgn w(t)] = - u,(80 - 8) J: 
where E is expectation, u, is the  standard  deviation  of w(t), 
and is the  optimum value of 8. In Fig. 9, the  product 
z ( t )  sgn w(t)  is formed in the same manner as in the analog 
implementation,  and it is filtered  by  a  single-pole  low-pass 
filter t o  form an  estimate u1 of the  expectation.  In  order  to 
interpret  the size of u l ,  a  ,second  signal u 2 ,  which is an  esti- 
mate  of 

E[w(t)  sgn w(t)] = - u, J1: 

Experimentally  the  value .$ = 0.24,  which  is  approximately 
in the  center  of  this  range,  proved  satisfactory. 

The  integrator  in  the  filter  which averages u1 is  reset to  
zero  for  each  count  to  prevent  additional  counts unless a 
new average shows  that  to  be  appropriate. A reset  also  occurs 
whenever the  FET  power (as reflected  in u z )  falls below  a 
threshold  determined  by V1 or  a  NET is detected,  thereby 
preventing  adaptation  under  these  conditions. 

Fig. 10 illustrates  how  adaptation  occurs  for a worst  case 
when B o  = 1 and  the  actual 8 starts  at 8 = 0. The u1 filter 
must charge  and the  counter  must  count  three  times  before 
adaptation is complete.  The larger I O o  - 8 1 , the  faster u1 
reaches  the  threshold t u 2 .  In  fact,  for  the range 0 < t < 11, 
where tl  is the  time  of  the  first  count,  and  neglecting  statis- 
tical  variation  in u1 about  the,mean, 

is also  formed.  It is appropriate to  count  up  when 
lx 

Bo - 8 > .$ or u1 > tu2 

where < is a  threshold;  count  down  when so that 

8 , - - 8 < g  o r u l  <tu2 1 eo - e  

and  otherwise  retain  the  same 8. The size of can  readily  be 
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decreases as (eo - e )  increases, The  total worst-case adapta- 
tion  time  is  thus 

where Oi is the value of 0 just  prior t o  count  time ti ,  

i -  1 

For  the  present  implementation,  where E = 0.24  and a = 
1 s- ', the worst case adaptation  time is t3  = 2.03 s. This is 
confirmed  in Fig. 11,  where  the  actual U i  ( t )  is  shown,  and  the 
adaptation  time is almost  exactly 2 s. The  primary  thing to 
note is that  through  normalization  of  the  threshold  adaptation 
time is very  insensitive to  FET  power, unlike the analog imple- 
mentation. Of course,  adaptation  with a speech signal will be 
slower than  that  predicted previously due to the  fact  that  the 
FET is only  present a' portion  of  the  time  and also due to 
double-talking. 

Fig. 12 shows  a  circuit implementing  the speech detector 
described in [l] , in  which  the  direction  of flow of power is 
estimated.  The voltage u(t) (proportional to  the  current  flow- 
ing into  the  loop)  and  the voltage u( t )  across the  loop are each 
limited (by the  two  comparators)  and cross correlated (by the 
EXCLUSIVE-OR and  one-pole low-pass filter). The  result,  an 
estimate  of 

p = E [ sgn u(t) sgn u(t)] 

is compared  with a threshold Q, and  when  below  that  thres- 
hold is taken as an indication of a NET, so that  adaptation is 
disabled. Experimentally 1) = 0.3 was chosen,  and  the filter 
time  constant was 0.2 s. It was then observed using an artificial 
line that NET signals larger than -6 dB relative to a FET  sig 
nal could  be successfully detected. 

The described circuit was built using standard  parts, PMOS- 
bipolar operational amplifiers and  differential  comparators, 
and CMOS logic and analog  switches. The logic was operated 
from  the  ,analog +5 V supply to provide direct  interfacing  with 
the analog section. 

Only one digital implementation was breadboarded,  and as 
a  result the  experimental  setup (shown in Fig. 13) is somewhat 
different  than  for  the analog implementation.  The  far-end 
hybrid was  simulated with a resistive attenuator providing  a 
flat loss of up to 2 dB  with  no delay. The 8 dB gain amplifier 
in the receive path  compensates  for  the  hybrid loss (6 dB) and 
additional losses in the  transformer  and  protection  circuitry. 
A second amplifier  in the  transmit  path was added  to manually 
change the phase of  the  sidetone  from 0 to 180" when desired. 
Another  manual  switch ( S W 5 )  disables the  adaptation  and 
freezes the  present  state. 

Experimental  measurements  of  the  adaptation  time using 
high-level sinusoidal signals showed  good match  with  that pre- 
dicted earlier and  in  particular, insensitivity to signal level. 

Fig. 11. u l  versus time  after  switching from nonloaded to loaded 
loop  (input 1 kHz sinusoid, 1 V rms). 

With signal levels below -20 dBm adaptation  time increased 
up  to 3-4 S .  This effect was attributed to noise and  offset in 
the  comparators.  The  adaptation process is inhibited  for sig- 
nals below -25 dBm. 

With NET signal present (simulated with  another  generator) 
and  the four-wire loop closed  as described, some  sensitivity  in 
adaptation  time was noted.  The  magnitude  of  this  effect was 
dependent  upon  the phase shift imposed in  the  four wire loop 
(0-180") and  the sign of (Oo-O). Similar results  were  observed 
using noise sources (C-message). 

Increasing the  near-end  interference in the absence of  the 
NET detector  up to about 4 dB below the  far-end signal 
caused errors  in  the  setting  of 8 .  The NET detector was, how- 
ever, able to reliably  disable adaptation  for  this large a NET 
signal as previously mentioned. 

In  operation  with a voice signal source (FET alone) spo- 
radic  changes  in the  setting of 0 were noticed,  mostly associ- 
ated  with a change in speaker,  showing the  dependence  of  the 
adaptation  ,on  the power spectrum  of  the  FET signal. This 
effect was only  noticed  with  the artificial line simulating  a 
loaded  loop. Fig. 14 shows  a plot  of 0 and  the resulting trans- 
hybrid loss versus cable length  with a C-message weighted 
noise source as the  FET. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Two  implementions  of  an  adaptive balancing hybrid have 
been  described. The analog  version, which was constructed to 
demonstrate feasibility, is a straightforward realization of  the 
principles  described  in [ 11 . The digital implementation  incor- 
porates  some  innovations  which  permit  indefinite  retention  of 
the last value of 0 ,  relative insensitivity to signal levels, and 
considerably less analog circuitry.  Both circuits performed up 
to  expectations,  and  in particular were able to  adapt reliably 
even in the presence of severe double-talking.  Particularly 
encouraging was the  fact  that  lockup  in a singing condition 
did not prove to be  a problem. 

The  adaptive  hybrids we have described do  not  appear to be 
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Fig. 13 .  Test  setup  for  digital  implementation of adaptive  hybrid. 
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Fig. 14. Transhybrid loss and 0 versus cable  length. 

sufficiently refined for  application as yet. What is required is 
careful  evaluation  of signal levels, thresholds  of  adaptation, 
etc. Even more crucial is experience  in  an  actual field  environ- 
ment,  where subscriber loops  can  exhibit  departures  from 
ideality (such as ground leakage) whch  cannot  be simulated 
by  an artificial line.  Another  open  question  of a fundamental 
nature is the  appropriate pair of  terminations to  use in light of 
the  additional degree ,of  freedom available over that provided 
by loop segregation alone. 
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